
MOTORCYCLE CATALOGUE



HISTORY
Syntol Lubricants was established in 2019 but our heritage derives from generations of 

motorcycle racing experience. Having supplied race teams throughout the UK with 
bespoke engine and transmission lubricants for over a decade before launching as an 

independent lubricant manufacturer in the North West of England. 

PHILOSOPHY
Our philosophy is simple; to provide the customer with world leading lubrication using 
the finest raw materials available. Syntol’s ethics are a direct result of our history, we 

provide world leading, bespoke lubricants for the modern-day production motorcycle all 
the way through to world championship Grand Prix engines. 

We create genuine world class lubricants in our bespoke, highly efficient UK based 
manufacturing facility. We use only the highest quality raw materials and decades of 

know-how coupled with advanced processes to ensure our products
 outperform the competition.  

Our products significantly exceed machine manufacturer requirements and industry 
performance standards. therefore, they may be used with the confidence that any 

manufacturer warranty will remain intact.

In summary, we enable each and every motorcycle engine to perform at its best and
we care about every machine that we are privileged enough to lubricate.

Johnny Blackshaw 
Managing Director

 



100% SYNTHETIC RACING MOTORCYCLE OIL
Developed for factory teams and next generation performance. 

The use of our proprietary                                                     technology, along with 
innovative additive chemistry guarantees maximum engine power without any 

compromise on component wear or engine reliability. This product provides world class 
lubrication of engine & gearbox whilst maintaining the highest level of clutch friction 

where applicable for all Road and Off-Road motorcycles.

SYNTHETIC MOTORCYCLE OIL 
Developed to meet the requirements of all bike manufacturers 

where viscosity grade is appropriate. 
The use of high performance base oil and our proprietary                                technology, 

along with innovative additive chemistry guarantees high performance without any 
compromise on component wear, engine reliability or catalytic converter compatibility. 

This product provides good lubrication of engine & gearbox whilst maintaining the highest 
level of clutch friction where applicable for all Road and Off-Road motorcycles.

100% SYNTHETIC MOTORCYCLE OIL 
Developed to exceed the requirements of all bike manufacturers 

where viscosity grade is appropriate. 
The use of our proprietary                              technology, along with innovative additive 
chemistry guarantees ultra high performance without any compromise on component 

wear, engine reliability or catalytic converter compatibility.  This product provides 
outstanding lubrication of engine & gearbox whilst maintaining the highest level of clutch 

friction where applicable for all Road and Off-Road motorcycles.
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Our proprietary                                                      technology is the core building block of our 

most advanced racing oils. With it’s distinctive blue colour it is the result of extensive research 

& development coupled with the decades of combined 

knowhow of our technical team. 

This technology allows maximum engine power to be released without the usual risk of 

reduced engine reliability. It also enables the oil to perform at the highest level 

for much longer than other racing oils.



AVAILABLE IN: 200L, 20L, 4L, 1L

4 STROKE 

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

2T    F0058 £19.99  

2 STROKE  API TC, ISO-L-EGD

PRODUCT   CODE 1L RRP 

ULTRA LIGHT  F0059 £17.99  

2 STROKE GEAR OIL 75W-80/5W-20 

VISCOSITY CODE 4L RRP    1L RRP

5W-20  F0052 £89.99    N/A

5W-30  F0053 £59.99    £17.99

5W-40  F0054 £59.99    £17.99

10W-40  F0055 £59.99    £17.99

10W-50  F0056 £59.99    £17.99

10W-60  F0057 £59.99    £17.99

COOLANT READY TO USE

PRODUCT   CODE 1L RRP 

ULTRA COOL  F0067 £12.99



AVAILABLE IN: 200L, 20L, 4L, 1L

4 STROKE 

VISCOSITY CODE 4L RRP 1L RRP 

10W-30  F0045 £46.99 £12.99

5W-40  F0083 £46.99 £12.99

10W-40  F0046 £46.99 £12.99

10W-50  F0047 £46.99 £12.99

15W-50  F0082 £46.99 £12.99

10W-60  F0048 £46.99 £12.99

VISCOSITY CODE 4L RRP 1L RRP 

10W-30  F0045 £46.99 £12.99

5W-40  F0083 £46.99 £12.99

10W-40  F0046 £46.99 £12.99

10W-50  F0047 £46.99 £12.99

15W-50  F0082 £46.99 £12.99

10W-60  F0048 £46.99 £12.99

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

2T    F0049 £12.99

2 STROKE API TC, ISO-L-EGD

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

LIGHT   F0050 £12.99

2 STROKE GEAR OIL 75W-85/10W-30 

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

COOL   F0051 £7.99

COOLANT READY TO USE



AVAILABLE IN: 200L, 20L, 4L, 1L

4 STROKE

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

2T   F0043 £9.99

2 STROKE API TC, ISO-L-EGD

PRODUCT  CODE 1L RRP 

LIGHT  F0044 £8.99

2 STROKE GEAR OIL 75W-85/10W-30 

VISCOSITY CODE 4L RRP     1L RRP

10W-30  F0030 £31.99     £8.99

10W-40  F0041 £31.99     £8.99

20W-50  F0042 £31.99     £8.99



Based on a like for like viscosity at 40°C.



MOTORCYCLE SHOCK FLUID

PRODUCT  VISC @40°C CODE 1L RRP 

SX 1.0  7.4 cSt  F0061 £19.99

SX 3.5  12.3 cSt  F0062 £19.99

MOTORCYCLE FORK FLUID

PRODUCT  VISC @40°C CODE 1L RRP 

SF 2.5  15.0 cSt  F0063 £13.49

SF 5.0  17.5 cSt  F0064 £13.49

SF 7.5  22.0 cSt  F0065 £13.49

SF 10  48.0 cSt  F0066 £13.49

Ultra-high performance motorcycle suspension fluids developed using decades

of experience in conjunction with championship winning racing teams. 

We offer a wide range of viscosity grades to cater for every application

 and user preference.

For use in high performance shock absorbers found on road, 

racing, and off-road motorcycles. The NERO-R SX range are some 

of the most advanced fluids ever made and offer world leading 

fade resistance in extreme conditions.

For use in all cartridge & damper rod based upside-down & 

conventional telescopic forks found on road, racing, and 

off-road motorcycles. 



PRODUCT    DESCRIPTION     400ml RRP

EVAP -1    Brake, Carb & Contact Cleaner  £6.99

CHAINLUBE-SX   Off-Road Motorcycle Chainlube  £10.99

CHAINLUBE-RR  On-Road Motorcycle Chainlube  £9.99

PARTS DEGREASER  Multi-purpose degreaser   £7.99

POLISH    Non-silicone bike polish   £8.99

GLAZE    Silicone bike shine    £7.99

MAINTANOL   Maintenance Spray    £6.99

FILTER OIL   Foam fitler oil     £10.99

GLISTEN    Bio-degradable bike wash   £9.99 1Ltr

Maintenance and care of your motorcycle is just as important as riding it. We have developed a 

comprehensive range of top tier products which will protect and extend the life of your 

machinery.  The Syntol range of application based ancillary products offer the ultimate in 

motorcycle maintenance and care. 

ANCILLARY AEROSOLS



 



Reg No. 12206315

Moss Hall, Moss Hall Lane
Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 4PB

United Kingdom

Tel: 0333 577 1226
Email: sales@syntol-lubricants.com
Web: www.syntol-lubricants.com


